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“Living
GENEROUSLY from

a Whole Heart”
(Part 2)

Raising a STANDARD in the midst of
FEAR!

* As God’s people, we want to come in an “opposite spirit” of the world!

* Give where you want to Live, Sow where we want to GO!

GENEROSITY begins with the Heart ❤ ️

III John 2 - Truth can not be compartmentalized or marginalized, but must have the WHOLE of 
who we are to experience SHALOM!

II Cor. 9:6-11 - Will you let Jesus BORROW your special thing or what is your best?

Prov. 11: 24-26 - Winston Churchill ~ “We make a LIVING by what we get, we make a LIFE by 
what we Give”

Matt. 6:1-21 - “Living a Lifestyle of GENEROSITY”

(vs. 21) ~ For where your Treasure is, there your Heart will be also!

We know where your Heart is by looking at your checking or spending...

You can be a habitual giver and not be GENEROUS. 

 Givers experience sowing and reaping, the Generous experience God‘s FAVOR!

 If you struggle to Forgive, you are maybe SMALL in Spirit!

 If you easily Forgive, you are most likely LARGE in Spirit!

 We might look Generous... bottle of water with some junk settled on the bottom...

 Right now things are being SHAKEN!  (Heb.12:25-29)

 Luke 7:36-50/Mark 14:3-11

* Generosity ~ attracts the Wealth of Heaven!
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* Generosity ~ also attracts Criticism!

* Generosity ~ has a beautiful Fragrance!

* Generosity ~ stirs up devils!

* Generosity ~ will always be Remembered!

* Generosity ~ is birthed out of Remembering what Jesus has done for you!

In both cases of Jesus experiencing this Generosity, the religious needed explaining. 

Unfortunately, this has usually been the case when a Pastor starts talking about Generosity...

Why? Because, Generosity involves people living & being OPEN!

Jake’s House, can we be OPEN to God in this next season of our lives?

Last week I mentioned the importance of GENEROSITY frst beginning in the Heart, and it 
usually means starting with FORGIVENESS.

As a Family, we have accountability not only for our Successes, but also for Failures!

I John 1:5-10 - (TPT) ~ you can see our goal is not to fght SIN, but to press into the LIGHT!

I John 2:1-2 ~ We have been given the power, to “Go and sin NO MORE“! (John 8:1-12)

We can’t be embarrassed of sin, it leads to hiding, rather than confessing! (James 5:13-16)

SHAME will keep you trapped!  ~ Step into the LIGHT!

GENEROSITY ~ keeps us from SIN!

Gen. chapter 3 ~ “Don’t take what is God’s”
Gen, chapter 4 ~ “Don’t judge someone else’s gift, and not obey”

* SIN keeps us from being Whole! 

* SIN will break our Heart, and sell of it’s pieces!

* SIN is the fruit of the root of Selfshness!

* SIN opposes Love, SIN is rooted in Fear ~  “Self-Preserving or Self-Serving”

GENEROSITY is self-sacrifcing, SIN is self-serving!
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